
The D Squad – We’re flushing cancer 

The Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation is delighted to recognize team The 
D Squad - We're Flushing Cancer for demonstrating extraordinary fundraising 
efforts for the MMRF Team for Cures 5K Walk/Run Program. The MMRF hopes 
that this spotlight feature will motivate and assist other participants with new 
fundraising methods so one day we can reach our ultimate goal, finding a cure. 

Support The D Squad – We’re Flushing Cancer 

“Because of the MMRF 
Jimmy is alive and is doing 
amazing – practically 
cancer free”

-Kathleen Dellarocco

Kathleen is the captain of team ‘The D Squad – We’re flushing cancer’ for our 
Team for Cures: Boston 5K Walk/Run. She started this team because her 
husband Jim was diagnosed 2 ½ years ago at Lahey Clinic. He underwent a stem 
cell transplant at Dana Farber 2 years ago. She has spoken with people in the 
past who have lost family members to multiple myeloma and she feels 
incredibly thankful for the advances in treatment. “Because of the MMRF 
Jimmy is alive and is doing amazing – practically cancer free” says Kathleen. 
Her hope is that through the money raised they will find a cure so that her and 
Jim can grow old together. She says she hopes they can live to be that cute little 
couple holding hands walking down the beach.  

Her team has mostly used social media and word of mouth in order to fundraise. 
While she says that it is hard to ask for money as she knows everyone has a 
cause near and dear to them, she has been truly blessed to have such dear 
friends support the race through their donations and participation. She has 
been thanking each person who contributes to her goal with a personal email 
and by tagging them on Facebook with a link to her fundraising page. She also 
utilizes Facebook by sharing posts and videos from the MMRF. Twitter is 
another platform Kathleen uses to increase her fundraising as she has been 
tweeting about the race and about how hopeful and thankful she is for all the 
people supporting her. She plans to print out save the date cards to put out and 
distribute at her work cafe. She has reached her own personal goal and is 
working on reaching her team’s goal. In addition to this, Kathleen's brother in 
law is hosting a comedy event this spring with MMRF as the receipient of the 
proceeds.

https://walkrun.themmrf.org/Boston/TheDSquad



